The return the beginning
Short film, 23 mnts
An initiative of vimala college library club
Directed by Ms. Anu P.P, Assistant Professor, Department of Malayalam.
It’s a nostalgic return of students to their campus. And how it turned to be a beginning in their life. The lead characters are 5 women now settled in different places. Its a journey starting from Alice an abroad settled business woman chasing her friend by following the taste and smell of food. The theme is also connected to library and reading. How relationship build and mould by books. The film is a tribute to the librarian Sr. Reema who is retiring this year after 33 years of service.
The short film was completed in two days using minimum lights and depending on natural light. The production cost was under 25000.
Concept of this short film by four alumnae students and prof. Beena Joseph from English dept.
Shot in canon 5d and 7d.
Location--- snehatheeram nalukettu restaurant and 916 supermarket and vimala college, (the home and bookshelf s directors own!!!!!)
Archana, priyanka, ayisha, sreedevi, jophi -5 lead roles
Priyaraj from club fm also did a role.
Camera – sujith
Editing sajeesh namboodiri
Sound.. richard anthikad
studio –chetana media tcr
(Renji Paniker addressing the screening of film)